
 
 

Liam Valentine Faggotter announced as new Executive Chef at Cell Restaurant 
 
Berlin, August 2019 Cell Restaurant is proud to announce Liam Valentine Faggotter as its new 
Executive Chef, taking over the position from Evgeny Vikentiev. The Australian-born chef learned his craft 
in notable positions at highly acclaimed restaurants including London’s Hibiscus (**), Amsterdam’s & 
moshik (**) and Aria in Brisbane, with significant experience also gained in the kitchens of Copenhagen’s 
Relae (*) and In de Wulf (*) in Belgium. After settling in Berlin, Liam also worked as Sous Chef under Max 
Strohe at the German capital’s renowned Tulus Lotrek (*) restaurant. 
 
Berlin, November 2019 Cell Restaurant is proud to receive 15/20 points in the 2020 Gault&Millau 
Restaurant Guide. After just 2.5months under the direction of new executive chef, Liam Valentine 
Faggotter, the restaurant is pleased to achieve such positive recognition in such a short space of time. 
 
Food & Wine 
Under Liam's direction Cell’s new menu is a sleek, modern interpretation of French fine-dining and marks 
the beginning of an ambitious new path for the restaurant. A new à la carte menu is now also available for 
groups of up to 6 guests. Speaking about his new position, Liam said: “I am honoured and excited to 
become the Executive Chef of Cell and to move the restaurant into a new chapter. By bringing my style of 
modern French cuisine to the table, with refined flavour combinations and cooking techniques, I’m ready 
to make my mark on the Berlin food scene.” 
 
The restaurant winelist, curated by sommelier, Pascal Kunert, offers over 400 different wines including 
classic vintages and a variety of wines from organic and biodynamic vineyards. Using the Coravin Wine 
System, Cell is able to offer dedicated, flexible wine pairings that allow guests to explore the extensive 
bottle offering. Cell’s winelist was recently awarded Wine Spectator’s 2019 ‘Award of Excellence’ - one of 
only 6 restaurants in Berlin to make the list. 
 
Restaurant design 
Located just of Ku’damm in the heart of Berlin’s Charlottenburg art district, guests at Cell dine surrounded 
by open, geometric ironworks which give the illusion of a series of cells within cells. The restaurant 
remains completely open with direct views into the kitchen as the chefs work and the overall design unites 
the modernist forms of the Bauhaus design-movement with a contemporary French fine-dining restaurant. 
Art by celebrated Russian artists including Dmitry Provotorov, Kirill Chelushkin and Pushnitsky Vitaly 
hangs on the walls. 
 
More information 
Cell Restaurant 
Uhlandstrasse 172  
10719 Berlin  



Tel: +49 (0) 30 8633 2466  
Hours: Tue-Sat: 18:30-21:30 (22:00 for à la carte) 
 
Web: http://www.cell.restaurant 
Press contact: kate@cell.restaurant 
 


